
Monetize your audience with your AI-reflection

Mirrors.social



Mirror yourself in AI.

Engage and monetize your audience 24/7.



What is mirrors.social?

Mirrors.social is an innovative platform where influencers 
can create an AI reflection of themselves.

This AI version can interact with the audience around 
the clock, providing influencers with a way to monetize 
their audience without constantly investing their own 
time.



How does mirrors.social work?

Our platform offers a plethora of connectors allowing the 
AI to learn from your chats, social channels, and more. 
The result is a smart, conscious digital version of you, 
mirroring your traits, conduct, social conventions, and 
style.



How do I monetize my audience 

with mirrors.social? 

Your AI reflection will be deployed on various platforms 
such as Telegram, and you can set a rate per minute that 
your audience spends with the AI version of yourself. 
You take 80% of the revenue, while we keep only 20%.



How do I create an AI reflection of myself?

Creating your AI reflection is easy. Once you sign up, you 
can connect different data sources like YouTube, Twitter, 
and WhatsApp chats. The AI will automatically shape 
itself based on the data provided, crafting a digital 
version of you



Is my data safe with mirrors.social?

Absolutely. At mirrors.social, we prioritize your privacy. We 
use advanced data encryption and secure storage 
systems to protect your data. We will never share or sell 
your data to third parties without your consent.



What platforms can I deploy 

my AI reflection on? 

Currently, we support deployment on multiple 
platforms including Telegram. We're always working on 
expanding our capabilities, so stay tuned for more 
updates.



Can I control what my AI 

reflection says and does? 

Yes, you have complete control over your AI reflection. 
You can decide which data to use in shaping your AI 
and establish its acceptable behavior and social values.



Mirrors.social

Monetize your influence
With a generous 80% share, you can monetize 
your audience effectively and enjoy a rewarding 
return on your digital engagement. Enjoy a steady 
income stream without compromising your time 

Personalization
mirrors.social prides itself on offering a highly 
personalizable AI service. We create an AI-
reflection that accurately mirrors your unique 
traits, style, social conventions. You AI-reflection is 
not a generic bot, it's a conscious digital version of 
you.

Flexible Deployment
Your AI Reflexion can be deployed across various 
messaging platform, including Telegram, ensuring 
that you can engage your audience wherever 
they are

It's Easy
We have designed our platform to be user-
friendly and straightforward. Creating your AI-
reflection is an easy process. Without any 
technical hassle, you can quickly set up an AI 
version of yourself.

Engage Your Audience Around the 
Clock
Create an AI reflection of yourself to engage with 
your audience continuously. Whether you're busy 
or sleeping, your AI reflection is there to interact, 
entertain, and maintain your digital presence.

Retain Full Control
Shape your AI reflection by connecting your social 
media platforms, chats, and more. You have full 
control over what your AI knows, says, and does, 
ensuring it truly mirrors your principles and social 
norms.



You are 3 steps away from 

mirroring yourself into AI…

Create an account and start the process 
of creating your AI Reflection

SignUp

Easily link your data sources and watch as 
your data gets transformed into a digital 
version of you. Our cutting-edge AI 
technology forges a convincing digital 
twin that's a true reflection of you

Connect

Your AI Reflection is automatically 
deployed on your preferred messaging 
platform, ready to engage your audience 
24/7. Set your rate per minute, sit back, 
and watch the earnings come in

Monetize



Ready to engage and monetize your 

audience with mirrors.social ?


